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the map is in linear formation, the angelic
Spheres are omnipresent and on all levels
at once, multi dimensional. 

Sphere 1 is the one nearest to the
source, also known as God. Acting as
heavenly counsellors, these angels are of
the highest vibration and spread most
light.
The Seraphim Angels light is so intensely
bright they absorb & reflect the divine light
of God. They are the highest-ranking
angels closest to the source.
Cherubim Angels are often shown as
babies in art and statues. However they
are very powerful Angels, they are the
guardians of light reflecting it from the
whole cosmos, the sun, moon & the stars.
The Thrones reflect the seat of divine
power, the faith, power & the glory of God.
Known as the “Many ~ eyed wheels of
fire” radiating the light universally.

Sphere 2 is seventh heaven.
Where you can find Angels serving as
heavenly governors.
Dominions Angels regulate the duties of
the angels below them. They can be
found on the level where the spiritual &
physical planes merge together.
The Virtues are the angels of magic,
miracles & blessings. Often known as the
brilliant ones, there is no coincidence that
Doreen Virtue is a leading Angelologist of
our time.
The Powers are protecting us from
destructive forces, these angels are
keeping the balance of the world. They
are the Powers that BE. It is the “Power of
Love not the Love of Power” that will bring
Peace to this world.

Sphere 3 closest to Gaia. 
Serving as heavenly messengers, these
Angels are the ones we connect to most
easily.
The Principality Angels work with the
guardian angels to inspire responsibility in
individuals. They guide our Royal families
and world leaders.
The Archangels, there are many of these
messenger Angels, they herald the Angels
of God. They are most often seen in the

third eye by people who call them for help.
Your Guardian Angels stay in the
background, and don’t often let
themselves be seen, however you just
know they are there.
The Angels, there is an Angel for
everything in creation. They are always
protecting, guiding and helping us to heal.
They are the closest to humanity, bringing
an Angel to all of the qualities of love, joy,
peace, hope, serenity. Also call on an
Angel for all your daily guidance,
computer, parking, shopping, abundance
and well being.

It is always reassuring to speak with other
people, who have had an Angel
experience; sometime it can be quite a
surprise and a little frightening, mainly
because it s not what you expect. We
have regular Gathering of Angels
Evenings and the Angels of Awakening
Process workshops at the Daisy Centres.
The way we see, know and feel our
Angels presence is through your third eye
and can take a bit of practice.

Once you have found and connected with
your Guardian Angel they will act as an
ambassador and connect you with any
another Angel from any other sphere.  Be
very reverent with your relationship with
your Angels, they love a laugh but not
being ridiculed or blamed. Angels are
beautiful unconditional beings of love and
will not hold any negative energy, blame,
guilt or anger; they transform it instantly to
love. 

Remember the secret to   a strong
connection with your Angels is to invite
your Angels in to your life every day and
then your relationship will grow and
blossom.

Daisy Foss ~ Angelic Dream Wizard Except
from “Angels of Awakening Process”
workshop
www.daisycentres.com
www.angelsofawakening.com
01485 834587 or 07970 108156
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